Evolution of arbitrary stochastic system was considered in frame of phase transition description. Concept of Reynolds parameter of hydrodynamic motion was extended to arbitrary complex system. Basic phase parameter was expressed through power of energy, injected into system and power of energy, dissipated through internal nonlinear mechanisms. It was found out that basic phase parameter as control parameter must be delimited for two types of system -accelerator and decelerator. It was suggested to select zero state entropy on through condition of zero value for entropy production. Zero state introduces universal principle of disorder characterization. On basis of self organization S -theorem we have derived relations for entropy production behavior in the vicinity stationary state of system. Advantage of these relations in comparison to classical Prigozhin theorem is versatility of their application to arbitrary nonlinear systems. It was found out that extended Prigozhin theorem introduces two relations for accelerator and decelerator correspondingly, which remarks their quantitative difference. At the same time classic Prigozhin theorem makes possible description of linear decelerator only. For unstable motion it corresponds to strange attractor.
Introduction
Evolution of complex system, i.e. system, containing of statistically large particles number, can be described, using stochastic state functions. This approach was firstly applied to thermodynamic systems and was extended into area of arbitrary complex systems. It was convenient to represent evolution of stochastic system as set of transitions between phase states. However, most general characterization of complex system needs introduction of universal measures of system disorder and system instability. It is necessary to understand connection between these two characteristics and to define their behavior in vicinity of stationary, stable states. Versatility of suggested description is impossible without proper and convenient selection of control parameter which can be used for any types of complex systems. Next three chapters are devoted to solution of these problems and goals. _____________________________________________________________________________
Stability and basic phase parameter
Evolution of stochastic system under defined control parameter set is basic question of synergetic science. It is connected with problem of statistical description of self organization, i.e. description in terms of distribution density evolution. Stochastic system evolution may be represented as consequence of phase states and phase transitions if using terms of statistical thermodynamics. Let's generalize these terms for an arbitrary ergodic stochastic system (ES system). If we designate q + and q -for power input and output per system volume mass, then energy balance condition can be formulated in the following way:
Here ) (t R is so called basic phase parameter and ) (t   is set of control parameters (characteristic vector). Quantities q + and q -correspond to power input and output per system volume mass such
. We may use example of hydrodynamic bifurcation. Then input/output energy mechanisms are provided by flow inertial forces and by viscous dissipation correspondingly. Reynolds number Re plays role of basic phase parameter in this case and is given below:
Here l is spatial scale of system, 0 u is velocity of energy source (input flow) which is assumed to be constant in this example. The basic postulate of this chapter can be formulated in the following way: bifurcation necessarily corresponds to the condition:
, while phase condition is realized for 1  R (Hypothesis I).
Scheme of ES -system first order phase transition then may be represented by set of chains, following below.
Here  and  show finite increase and decrease of corresponding parameter for
Initial condition of system corresponds to 1 ) ( 0  t R . As it follows from set (3) -(6) positive feedback for input/output power mechanisms is compulsory condition for phase transition.
Without loss of generality one can be represented in the following way:
. For situation when fixed input power q + is switched to anther constant (3, 4) basic phase parameter can be represented as given expression (7).
Here 
is characteristic phase vector of system state. Factor 
). Relation for specific system power is given below:
System stability condition leads to 0
if we consider all Lyapunov factors. Given inequalities lead to expression (10) for velocity
Relation (10) in fact allows receiving components of acceleration
Indeed, consideration of specific power ) (t q can be reduced to two cases: . In both cases with use of relation (8) . Hypothesis I has been proved.
Entropy demarcation criterion
Local self -organization S -theorem, formulated by U. 
Universal Prigozhin theorem
Use of demarcation criterion allows formulation of two disordered states 
Relation (12) can be modified for time dependent control parameter ) 
Let's use ) (t R as control parameter. Then condition (16) can be expressed in the following way in the vicinity of stationary condition 1 )
In (16a) and (16b) we have used replacement . Relations (16a) and (16b) give content of generalized Prigozhin theorem [5] for ) (t R control systems. We used hypothesis that value of control parameter for stable state matches control parameter of stationary motion. I.e. we assume that relaxation of stable system to stationary state finally occurs if control parameter stays fixed.
Unlike Prigozhin theorem we have achieved statement with general area of application. Indeed, relations (16a), (16b) are valid for systems with arbitrary class of linearity.
Classic Prigozhin theorem defines entropy production in vicinity of stationary state. However, conclusion of the theorem is based on linear approximation of series expansion for control parameter component:
Here F is thermodynamic free energy and   , l are constant kinetic factors of Onsanger relations [5] . In frame of linear expression relation (16a) is achieved -classical Prigozhin theorem describes linear decelerated type of system. That is why advantage of (16a) and (16b) relations in comparison to classical Prigozhin theorem is versatility of its application to arbitrary systems controlled by basic phase parameter ) (t R .
Let's list basic assumptions of Nonlinear Prigozhin Theorem, which were used above:
This condition is natural for physical description of system evolution;
Here H is Hamilton function of system and T is its temperature. DDF is valid for systems with independent particles trajectories in phase space. This condition is valid for chaos state [4] , when 0  
Conclusion
Evolution of arbitrary stochastic system was considered in frame of phase transition description. Concept of Reynolds parameter of hydrodynamic motion was extended to arbitrary complex system and basic phase parameter ...
We came to conclusion that use of ) (t R as control parameter must be delimited for two types of system: a) accelerator -0 . It could be useful to remark qualitative and quantitative difference in accelerated and decelerated motion.
Both of these types could be unstable. But in one case restoring force ( 0 ) (  t vi  ) corresponds to attraction into certain phase space. In another case we have repulsion as determinative mechanism. If we consider unstable trajectories first type of motion corresponds to strange attractor and second one to repeller. Extended Prigozhin theorem gives opposite scenarios of evolution in vicinity of phase state for these two types of motion.
